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MOLIX
Freaky Flex
Freaky Flex is a small creature that perfectly combines the details and 
the functionalities. It is made of a new MOLIX FORMULA developed 

which is more cut resistant and it is enriched with salt and shrimp 
scent. The special appendices create micro vibrations during the 

Code Description Nett Price

FRFX-01

Colour: Green Pumpkin
3’’ (Qty. 6) 
Flexible & Bite-proof, shrimp scent, lifelike 

R69.09
exl VAT

FRFX-02

FRFX-138

R69.09
exl VAT

R69.09
exl VAT

Colour: Watermelon Red/Black Flake
3’’ (Qty. 6) 
Flexible & Bite-proof, shrimp scent, lifelike 

Colour: Wakasagi
3’’ (Qty. 6) 
Flexible & Bite-proof, shrimp scent, lifelike 
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Code Description Nett Price

FRFX-139

Colour: Gold Ayu
3’’ (Qty. 6) 
Flexible & Bite-proof, shrimp scent, lifelike 

R69.09
exl VAT

FRFX-177

FRFX-30

R69.09
exl VAT

R69.09
exl VAT

Colour: Black Blue Flake
3’’ (Qty. 6) 
Flexible & Bite-proof, shrimp scent, lifelike 

Colour: Orange Pumpkin
3’’ (Qty. 6) 
Flexible & Bite-proof, shrimp scent, lifelike 

FRFX-67

Colour: Watermelon Gold Chart
3’’ (Qty. 6) 
Flexible & Bite-proof, shrimp scent, lifelike 

R69.09
exl VAT
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MOLIX
FS Spinner
The Molix FS Spinnerbait features extra light special grade 

moment they hit the water. Its wider head design also gives it 
a wiggling action unlike any other spinnerbait on the market, 

realistic and natural action.

Code Description Nett Price

FSSP1DW-18

Colour: Double Willow Bogolu Dace
1/2 oz. (Qty. 1) 

aluminium blades,  original head design

R144.76
exl VAT

FSSP1DW-22

FSSP1DW-23

R144.76
exl VAT

R144.76
exl VAT

Colour: Double Willow Neon Charmer
1/2 oz. (Qty. 1) 

aluminium blades,  original head design

Colour: Double Willow Blue Gill
1/2 oz. (Qty. 1) 

aluminium blades,  original head design

FSSP1DW-20

Colour: Double Willow Purple Sinsay
1/2 oz. (Qty. 1) 

aluminium blades,  original head design

R144.76
exl VAT
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MOLIX
Glide Bait
A step forward in the glide baits wonder world. It’s a realis-
tic and authentic baits moulded from an hand carved 
mother samples. It produces a realistic curve action when 
slow retrieved, but can get erratic and dart up-down-back 

two swiveling ultra sharp treble hooks to resist with the 

eyes.

Code Description Nett Price

GB178SS-228

Colour: Silver Minnow
17.8 cm Slow Sinking (Qty. 1) 
Realistic 3D eyes, special UV coating, realistic

° turn, wide “S” action

R295.77
exl VAT

GB178SS-481 R295.77
exl VAT

Colour: Dark Gill Orange Belly
17.8 cm Slow Sinking (Qty. 1) 
Realistic 3D eyes, special UV coating, realistic

° turn, wide “S” action
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MOLIX
Kento Jig
The Molix Kento Jig is built with versatility in mind. Each jig 
head has been perfectly shaped and balanced for an easy 

the weedguard is based on the jig weight and combines a 

-
ing natural movement and life like action.

Code Description Nett Price

KJ12-120

Colour: Green Pumpkin Chart
1/2 oz. (Qty. 1)

custom hook, Fine cut silicone skirt

R58.23
exl VAT

KJ12-302

KJ38-106

R58.23
exl VAT

R58.23
exl VAT

Colour: Green Pumpkin Flash
1/2 oz. (Qty. 1) 

custom hook, Fine cut silicone skirt

Colour: Black Red/Flake
1/2 oz. (Qty. 1) 

custom hook, Fine cut silicone skirt

KJ12-127

Colour: Greenpumpkin Red/Purple
1/2 oz. (Qty. 1) 

custom hook, Fine cut silicone skirt

R58.23
exl VAT
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Code Description Nett Price

KJ38-110

Colour: Watermelon Special
3/8 oz. (Qty. 1) 

custom hook, Fine cut silicone skirt

R58.23
exl VAT

KJ38-120 R58.23
exl VAT

Colour: Green Pumpkin Chart
3/8 oz. (Qty. 1) 

custom hook, Fine cut silicone skirt

KJ38BH-120

Colour: Green Pumpkin Chart
BIG HOOK 3/8 oz. (Qty. 1) 

custom hook, Fine cut silicone skirt

R58.23
exl VAT

KJ38BH-301

Colour: Black Blue Purple
BIG HOOK 3/8 oz. (Qty. 1) 

custom hook, Fine cut silicone skirt

R58.23
exl VAT
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MOLIX
Lover Buzz Super Squeaky
When the Italian design meets a talented U.S. Pro angler like Mike 
Iaconelli what comes next is everything but some that really help 

-
vative in-line buzzbait made to perform with any kind of predator 
and conditions. It has some special features and immediately put 

-
tion where the development has been brought forward, maxi-

to keep the lure on the surface even at reduced speed and obvi-
ously a massive discharge of noise, sprays and vibrations. The 
swinging hook of the Lover Buzz SS, kept in place by a silicon ring, 

Code Description Nett Price

LBSS12-02

Colour: White Chart
1/2 oz. (Qty. 1)
XXL blade, super vibration & squeaky noise, 
special dressed skirt, 3D eyes  

R137.85
exl VAT

LBSS12-19

LBSS12-22

R137.85
exl VAT

R137.85
exl VAT

Colour: Pummel Fish
1/2 oz. (Qty. 1) 
XXL blade, super vibration & squeaky noise, 
special dressed skirt, 3D eyes  

Colour: Neon Charmer
1/2 oz. (Qty. 1) 
XXL blade, super vibration & squeaky noise, 
special dressed skirt, 3D eyes  
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Code Description Nett Price

LBSSJ14-02

Colour: White Chart
1/4 oz. (Qty. 1)
Super vibration & squeaky noise, special 
dressed skirt, 3D eyes, custom trailer stopper  

R137.85
exl VAT

LBSSJ14-37

LBSSJ14-22

R137.85
exl VAT

R137.85
exl VAT

Colour: Luna Nera
1/4 oz. (Qty. 1) 
Super vibration & squeaky noise, special 
dressed skirt, 3D eyes, custom trailer stopper

Colour: Neon Charmer
1/4 oz. (Qty. 1) 
Super vibration & squeaky noise, special 
dressed skirt, 3D eyes, custom trailer stopper
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MOLIX
Lover Special Vibration Jig
The Lover is a lure built with the latest and most perform-
ing materials available, such as the special grade ABS 
body. When matched with our exclusive reverse shovel lip, 
the Lover exceeds any known action when it comes to 
scanning the water and searching for predators. It can be 
used with ease in heavy cover with the single high perfor-
mance hook rigged with a special stop for trailers. For 

with the special dressed treble hook.

Code Description Nett Price

LSVJ38HR-02

Colour: White Chart
Single Hook 3/8 oz. (Qty. 1) 
Realistic 3D eyes, special UV coating, realistic

° turn, wide “S” action

R137.19
exl VAT
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MOLIX
Lover Titanium Spinnerbait
The Lover Titanium spinnerbait come true. Developed with a 
new assembling concept that use a special wire-head connec-
tion, this spinnerbait guarantee an high security level with 
enhanced capability power. The special Titanium-Nickel wire 
used to build it will amplify the vibrations emitted by the 

Code Description Nett Price

LTS12-02

Colour: White Chartreuse
1/2 oz. (Qty. 1)

custom hook, realistic head

R167.46
exl VAT

LTS12-18

LTS12-22

R167.46
exl VAT

R167.46
exl VAT

Colour: Bogolu Dace
1/2 oz. (Qty. 1) 

custom hook, realistic head

Colour: Neon Charmer
1/2 oz. (Qty. 1) 

custom hook, realistic head

LTS12-19 1/2 oz. (Qty. 1) 

custom hook, realistic head

R167.46
exl VAT
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Code Description Nett Price

LTS12-23

Colour: Blue Gill
1/2 oz. (Qty. 1) 

custom hook, realistic head

R167.46
exl VAT

LTS12-20

Colour: Purple Sinsay
1/2 oz. (Qty. 1) 

custom hook, realistic head

R167.46
exl VAT

LTS12-21

Colour: Mud Vein
1/2 oz. (Qty. 1) 

custom hook, realistic head

R167.46
exl VAT
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MOLIX
Pop Frog
Delivering impressive versatility, the Pop Frog can be worked like 
a classic popping frog, creating a strong sound recall on the 

action with a smooth and enticing back-and-forth motion. If the 
outstandingly boisterous action isn’t enough to seal the deal, the 
Molix Pop Frog’s next level realism surely is. Featuring a realistic 

textures and shapes to fool even the most skeptical green giant 
lurking underneath your water’s vegetation.

Code Description Nett Price

POPF-239

Colour: Black Mamba
6.5 cm (Qty. 1) 

additional eyelet, hook pocket, rubber skirt

R147.72
exl VAT

POPF-523

Colour: Northern Snakehead
6.5 cm (Qty. 1) 

additional eyelet, hook pocket, rubber skirt

R147.72
exl VAT

POPF-72

Colour: Leopard Frog
6.5 cm (Qty. 1) 

additional eyelet, hook pocket, rubber skirt

R147.72
exl VAT
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MOLIX
Real Thing Shad
The Lover Titanium spinnerbait come true. Developed with a 
new assembling concept that use a special wire-head connec-
tion, this spinnerbait guarantee an high security level with 
enhanced capability power. The special Titanium-Nickel wire 
used to build it will amplify the vibrations emitted by the 

Code Description Nett Price

RTS35-148

Colour: UV Clear Chart Multicolor Flake
3.5" (Qty. 5)

density soft body, paddle design

R98.37
exl VAT

RTS35-58 R98.37
exl VAT

Colour: Perch
3.5" with Painting (Qty. 5) 

density soft body, paddle design

RTS35-50

Colour: Vairone
3.5" with painting (Qty. 5)

density soft body, paddle design

R98.37
exl VAT
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MOLIX
Supernato Beetle
The new Supernato Beetle comes from an intuition of Mike 
“Ike” Iaconelli, Elite Pro Angler and Bassmaster Classic Champi-
on, and is designed by Molix in Italy. It’s unique and extraordi-

well as heavy cover or intense vegetation. Its natural “paddle 

built with a special soft body and a strong double hook for an 
easy hook-up.

Code Description Nett Price

SBEE-193

Colour: Stag Beetle
7.5 cm (Qty. 1)
High density paddle, medium density
body, super strong double hook

R157.59
exl VAT

SBEEB-193 R147.72
exl VAT

Supernato Beetle Baby Colour: Stag Beetle
5 cm (Qty. 1) 
High density paddle, medium density
body, super strong double hook

SBEEB-194

Supernato Beetle Baby Colour: Metallic Orange
5 cm (Qty. 1)
High density paddle, medium density
body, super strong double hook

R147.72
exl VAT

SBEEB-221

Supernato Beetle Baby Colour: Black Red Stripes
5 cm (Qty. 1)
High density paddle, medium density
body, super strong double hook

R147.72
exl VAT
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MOLIX
Stick Flex
Made with the new MOLIX FORMULA developed by Molix, an 

-
tant to cutting and which is added with salt and shrimp scent. The 

on multiple types of rigs such as Wacky-rig, Jig head and Ned-rig. 
The swimming action combined with the exclusive buoyancy of 
the material, guarantee an excellent lifelike stand up action of the 
bait when it is skipped on the bottom.

Code Description Nett Price

SFX275-01

Colour: Green Pumpkin
2,75’’ (6 pcs) R69.09

exl VAT

SFX275-02

SFX275-138

R69.09
exl VAT

R69.09
exl VAT

Colour: Watermelon Red/Black
2,75’’ (6 pcs)

Colour: Wakasagi
2,75’’ (6 pcs)

SFX275-139

Colour: Gold Ayu
2,75’’ (6 pcs) R69.09

exl VAT
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Code Description Nett Price

SFX275-177

Colour: Black Blue Flake
2,75’’ (6 pcs)

custom hook, Fine cut silicone skirt

R69.09
exl VAT

SFX275-30 R69.09
exl VAT

Colour: Orange Pumpkin
2,75’’ (6 pcs)

custom hook, Fine cut silicone skirt

SFX275-33

Colour: Chartreuse
2,75’’ (6 pcs)

custom hook, Fine cut silicone skirt

R69.09
exl VAT

SFX275-67

Colour: Watermelon Gold Chart
2,75’’ (6 pcs)

custom hook, Fine cut silicone skirt

R69.09
exl VAT
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MOLIX
Sligo

with this latest custom soft bait project: the Sligo. It’s 

action.

Code Description Nett Price

SLG4-108

Colour: Watermelon Pepper
4" (Qty. 10)

micro salt crystals & bio-amino scent

R68.76
exl VAT

SLG4-139

SLG5-01

R68.76
exl VAT

R68.76
exl VAT

Colour: Gold Ayu
4" (Qty. 10) 

micro salt crystals & bio-amino scent

Colour: Green Pumpkin
5" (Qty. 10) 

micro salt crystals & bio-amino scent

SLG5-139

Colour: Gold Ayu
5" (Qty. 10) 

micro salt crystals & bio-amino scent

R68.76
exl VAT
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MOLIX
Sneaky Frog EVO
The Sneaky Frog EVO perfectly combines the strengths of a 
“frog bait” with the strengths of a topwater bait. Designed to 
be used as a Walking The Dog lure or to be skipped inside the 
covers. The body shape and the hidden weight helps the  wtd 
action and gives a perfect over balance. The heavy duty 
inclined double hook gives an improved hookset perfor-
mance. A captivating and realistic design is guarantee by the 

Code Description Nett Price

SNFR90E-239

Colour: Black Mamba
9cm (Qty. 1)
Realistic skin, super strong double hook,
hidden weight construction, hook pocket

R137.85
exl VAT

SNFR90E-280

SNFR90E-72

R137.85
exl VAT

R137.85
exl VAT

Colour: Python
9cm (Qty. 1) 
Realistic skin, super strong double hook,
hidden weight construction, hook pocket

Colour: Leopard Frog
9cm (Qty. 1) 
Realistic skin, super strong double hook,
hidden weight construction, hook pocket
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MOLIX
Supernato Walk
With the Supernato Walk project, Molix proposes a new concept of 

will help to expand the possibilities of use and the range of action.  
The Supernato Walk switches with ease as wtd swimming on the 
surface, to the suspending stop & go with wide irregular jerks at 

-
tion. The exclusive double weight positioned in the front and in the 
rear side of the body determines a perfect balance in all situations of 
use. The skirt on tail, silicon rubber, accentuates the sinuosity of the 
movement during recovery and sinking. Equipped with a strong 
double hook custom made by OMTD.

Code Description Nett Price

SUPW-239

Colour: Black Mamba
9.5cm (Qty. 1)
Realistic skin, super strong double hook,
hard head with hollow body, balance system

R157.59
exl VAT

SUPW-311 R157.59
exl VAT

Colour: Blueback Herring
9.5cm (Qty. 1) 
Realistic skin, super strong double hook,
hard head with hollow body, balance system

SUPW-180

Colour: Silver Albino
9.5cm (Qty. 1) 
Realistic skin, super strong double hook,
hard head with hollow body, balance system

R157.59
exl VAT
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MOLIX
SV Craw Magnum
The SV Craw 3.5” is the “magnum” version of Molix’s most pop-
ular SV Craw. The claws, which are the most functional and 
mobile part of this bait, have great amount of vibration during 
descent or retrieve. Its fat yet compact body features a great 
penetration into the heaviest of cover. The SV Craw 3.5” can be 
easily rigged Texas, Neko, with a jig head or used like trailer on 
big jigs.

Code Description Nett Price

SVC3,5-169

Colour: Electric Purple
3.5" (Qty. 5)
Pocket hook, lifelike micro-vibrations,

R93.44
exl VAT

SVC3,5-64 R93.44
exl VAT

Colour: Marron Glace
3.5" with Painting (Qty. 5) 
Pocket hook, lifelike micro-vibrations,
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MOLIX
Swimming Dragonfly

larvae imitation from the Italian designs of Molix Workshop. It 

power. The heavy density plastic mix increase casting distance 
and lifelike legs that trigger aggressive bites during steady 

just cut the head to use it as an insect and the body as jig trail-
er. The SWD can be used swimming, Texas rig or with your 
favorite jig and jig head.

Code Description Nett Price

SWD3,5-452

Colour: UV Orange Pumpkin
3.5" (Qty. 8) R82.58

exl VAT

SWD3,5-453

SWD3,5-97

R82.58
exl VAT

R82.58
exl VAT

Colour: UV Watermelon Gold / Chart
3.5" (Qty. 8) 

Colour: Ghost Blue Gill
3.5" (Qty. 8) 
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MOLIX
Tenax Jig Wide Gap

The Tenax Jig Wide Gap is an evolution of a Molix‘s classic. It is 
equipped with a costumized hook by OMTD ,designed to improve the 
performance of the lure in vertical presentations and during stand up 
phases even with large trailers,  ensuring safe hook settings even 

Code Description Nett Price

TJWG12-110

Colour: Watermelon Special
1/2 oz. (Qty. 1)

hook, bullet shaped head, live skirt system 

R74.68
exl VAT

TJWG12-120

TJWG12-130

R74.68
exl VAT

R74.68
exl VAT

Colour: Green Pumpkin Chart
1/2 oz. (Qty. 1)

hook, bullet shaped head, live skirt system 

Colour: Black Blue Bug
1/2 oz. (Qty. 1)

hook, bullet shaped head, live skirt system 

TJWG12-126

Colour: Wild Craw
1/2 oz. (Qty. 1)

hook, bullet shaped head, live skirt system 

R74.68
exl VAT
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Code Description Nett Price

TJWG38-110

Colour: Watermelon Special
3/8 oz. (Qty. 1)

hook, bullet shaped head, live skirt system 

R74.68
exl VAT

TJWG38-120

TJWG38-130

R74.68
exl VAT

R74.68
exl VAT

Colour: Green Pumpkin Chart
3/8 oz. (Qty. 1)

hook, bullet shaped head, live skirt system 

Colour: Black Blue Bug
3/8 oz. (Qty. 1)

hook, bullet shaped head, live skirt system 

TJWG38-126

Colour: Wild Craw
3/8 oz. (Qty. 1)

hook, bullet shaped head, live skirt system 

R74.68
exl VAT
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MOLIX
Trago Spin Tail

realistic shape and action. 3D custom eyes. Built in tail hi-qual-
ity swivel for enhanced Colorado blade action and vibrations. 
It’s perfect for casting, jigging steady or vertical presentation 
the Trago Spin Tail can be successfully used in any body of 

Alloy with respect of nature and ecosystems.

Code Description Nett Price

TRST38-326

Colour: MX Tennessee Shad
3/8 oz. (Qty. 1)
3D Eyes, zinc alloy body, ballbearing swivels,
original Colorado blade, sharp treble hook

R128.31
exl VAT

TRST38-45 R128.31
exl VAT

Colour: Viola Metal
3/8 oz. (Qty. 1)
3D Eyes, zinc alloy body, ballbearing swivels,
original Colorado blade, sharp treble hook
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MOLIX
Top Water

bait designed to stimulate the most lethargic predators. The 
tapered shape of the body allows long and precise casts as 
well as making it very easy to animate with the classic wtd 
retrieval. The metal balls inside the special resin body of the 
bait, they create an exclusive “sound” of great impact. The 
TW110B is armed with three strong treble hooks and the 

Code Description Nett Price

TW110B-322

Colour: MX Tennessee Shad
11 cm (Qty. 1)
Original loud sound, special resin body to
create sound, UV coating, strong treble hooks

R167.46
exl VAT
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MOLIX
Venator Spinnerbait
The Venator is built with a “tapered” stainless steel wire. It’s 

vibrations right on the blades and a thicker lower arm to give 

boat. The hook is made with a heavy wire and its very high 
quality compared with other spinnerbaits sold on the market. 
All those features make the new Venator one of the strongest 
and sought after lures ever build. Molix also paid serious 
attention to the head form. It is designed with a special “Flat 
Head” shape that gives the perfect balance during any 
retrieve to go with a super attractive side to side action. The 

-

vibrations even during low speed and slow rolling retrieves.

Code Description Nett Price

VE12DW-18

Colour: DW Bogolu Dace
1/2 oz. (Qty. 1)
Flat head for side to side action, ultra
vibration stainless steel wire, live skirt system

R144.76
exl VAT

VE12DW-22 R144.76
exl VAT

Colour: DW Neon Charmer
1/2 oz. (Qty. 1)
Flat head for side to side action, ultra
vibration stainless steel wire, live skirt system
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Code Description Nett Price

VE12DW-02

Colour: DW White Chart
1/2 oz. (Qty. 1)
Flat head for side to side action, ultra
vibration stainless steel wire, live skirt system

R144.76
exl VAT

VE12DW-20

VE12DW-23

R144.76
exl VAT

R144.76
exl VAT

Colour: DW Purple Sinsay
1/2 oz. (Qty. 1)
Flat head for side to side action, ultra
vibration stainless steel wire, live skirt system

Colour: DW Blue Gill Ike
1/2 oz. (Qty. 1)
Flat head for side to side action, ultra
vibration stainless steel wire, live skirt system


